Two cortical visual systems. Analysis of Visual Behavior, eds Ingle MA, Goodale MI, Masfield RJW (MIT Press, Cambridge, MA), pp 549 -586] proposed separate visual pathways for processing object shape and location, steady progress has been made in characterizing the organization of the two kinds of information in extrastriate visual cortex in humans. However, to date, there has been no broad-based survey of category and location information across all major functionally defined object-selective regions. In this study, we used an fMRI region-of-interest (ROI) approach to identify eight regions characterized by their strong selectivity for particular object categories (faces, scenes, bodies, and objects). Participants viewed four types of stimuli (faces, scenes, bodies, and cars) appearing in each of three different spatial locations (above, below, or at fixation). Analyses based on the mean response and voxelwise patterns of response in each ROI reveal location information in almost all of the known object-selective regions. Furthermore, category and location information can be read out independently of one another such that most regions contain both position-invariant category information and category-invariant position information. Finally, we find substantially more location information in ROIs on the lateral than those on the ventral surface of the brain, even though these regions have equal amounts of category information. Although the presence of both location and category information in most object-selective regions argues against a strict physical separation of processing streams for object shape and location, the ability to extract position-invariant category information and category-invariant position information from the same neural population indicates that form and location information nonetheless remain functionally independent.
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fusiform face area ͉ position invariance ͉ parahippocampal place area U ngerleider and Mishkin (1) argued in a seminal article that information about form and location are segregated into separate processing streams in the primate visual system. Subsequent studies, using lesions, neurophysiology, and fMRI, have generally supported this hypothesis or its variants (2) . However, other evidence indicates that the two pathways are not completely distinct but instead have multiple interconnections (3) and that the occipitoparietal ''where'' pathway (4) contains shape information, and the occipitotemporal ''what'' pathway contains location information (5, 6) . Here, we used mean population response and multivariate pattern methods (7) (8) (9) with a region-of-interest (ROI) approach to ask how much location information is present in shape-selective cortex in humans, how that location information is distributed across specific functionally defined regions of occipitotemporal cortex, and how location information relates to category information in this pathway.
Extensive fMRI investigations over the last decade have characterized the functional organization of the occipitotemporal pathway in humans. Multiple cortical regions have been defined by their selectivity for general object shape, or by their selectivity for specific categories, such as bodies, faces, and scenes. For each of these kinds of selectivity, two ROIs have been identified, one on the ventral surface of the brain and one on the lateral surface; for example, the body-selective fusiform body area (FBA) (10, 11) lies on the ventral surface, and the extrastriate body area (EBA) (12) lies on the lateral surface.
Although much work has been done to characterize the shape or category selectivity of these regions, very little is known about whether they also process information about object location. At the most general level, some of these regions demonstrate contralateral field biases (13) (14) (15) (16) , and some of them [e.g., the parahippocampal place area (PPA)] respond more strongly to stimuli presented in the periphery, whereas others [e.g., the fusiform face area (FFA)] respond more strongly to foveal stimuli (17, 18) . Studies conducted with retinotopic mapping (19, 20) have shown object-selective responses in certain retinotopically defined regions, although the degree to which these maps overlap object-selective cortex is not yet known. Other studies have found elevation biases (13) , and sensitivity to translation around fixation (21) in lateral occipital area (LO). Although each of the aforementioned studies has shown a specific kind of location information in a small number of regions, to date, there has been no comprehensive examination of location information across the many category-selective functionally defined regions spanning both lateral and ventral surfaces. Here, we set out to do just that, using a method sensitive to both retinotopic and spatiotopic location information. sociated regions FFA* and FBA*, as described by Schwarzlose et al. (11) . Not all ROIs were found in every participant, in part because of the limitations of high-resolution slice coverage and because only clusters comprised of 20 or more voxels were counted as ROIs and included in further analyses. The following ROIs were identified, with the number of participants in whom that ROI was identified in parenthesis: right FFA (8); left FFA (4); right FFA* (8); left FFA* (4); right OFA (7); left OFA (6); right EBA (9) ; left EBA (9); right FBA (8) ; left FBA (4); right FBA* (5); left FBA* (2); right PPA (5); left PPA (5); right TOS (6) ; left TOS (6); right LO (5); left LO (6); right pFs (5); left pFs (6) . See SI Fig. 3 for a mapping of the relative locations of these ROIs on a representative flattened occipital surface. We also analyzed a posterior, visually active region of cortex near the occipital pole for participants whose slice coverage extended that far back. These ROIs, here denoted as early visual area (earlyV) (7), were included in the analyses so that we could compare findings from high-level extrastriate cortex to those from early retinotopic regions (presumably V1 and/or V2).
Mean Response Magnitude in ROIs. All subsequent ROI analyses were performed by using the independent dataset from the experimental runs. Using these data, we measured the mean magnitude of response to the 12 conditions (3 locations ϫ 4 categories) across all voxels in each ROI. Fig. 1 shows the mean response in each ROI to each category (averaged across locations) and to each location (averaged across categories). These means are based on the data from those participants in whom the ROI could be identified. Each body-, face-, and scene-selective ROI produced a significantly greater response to its preferred category than to the second highest category (all P values Ͻ 0.005), replicating the category selectivity of these regions from prior studies and from the localizer by which they were defined. Eccentricity. Prior studies have shown that the magnitudes of response in the FFA, PPA, OFA, and TOS vary with the eccentricity of the stimuli (17, 18) . In those studies, the peripheral stimuli consisted of multiple objects arranged into a ring or, alternately, a single object scaled so that its defining boundaries extended into the periphery (17, 22) . To determine whether our paradigm, using individual objects, replicated this finding, we pooled the mean responses across the categories and conducted paired t tests comparing the response of images presented at the fovea with those presented in the lower or upper peripheral positions. These averaged response magnitudes are shown in Fig.  1 , and the corresponding P values for each contrast are listed in SI Table 1 . Our results support the findings of Hasson et al. (18) , demonstrating a peripheral bias in the scene-selective regions and a foveal bias in face-selective regions. Elevation. Although eccentricity biases (17, 18) and contralateral biases (13) (14) (15) (16) have been reported for some higher-level category-selective areas, no studies to date have systematically tested for elevation biases in regions other than LO, which shows a lower visual field bias (13) . Therefore, we compared mean response magnitude in each ROI for upper and lower field stimuli at equal eccentricities. These response magnitudes are shown in Fig. 1 and the corresponding P values for this contrast are listed in SI Table 1 . Remarkably, most of the ROIs demonstrated significant effects of elevation, such that the sceneselective areas PPA and TOS showed a significantly greater response to upper than lower field images, whereas the reverse was true of FFA*, EBA, and LO. These results provide new evidence that information about elevation is widespread across higher-level category-selective regions and that these regions contain different patterns of location biases across measures of both eccentricity and elevation.
Thus, all ROIs showed category information in terms of significantly different responses to different stimulus classes as expected from prior research. However, critically, nearly all ROIs also showed location information in the form of significantly different mean responses to different stimulus locations. These conclusions were reinforced by further analyses of mean responses (see SI Text).
Multivariate Pattern Analyses. Although our analyses of mean responses already demonstrate location information in all ROIs, the complementary method of pattern analysis (7-9) enables us to see information coded at a finer grain and to ask whether category information is position invariant. To measure information contained in each ROI about object category and object location, we followed the method of Haxby et al. (7) (see Materials and Methods). For each subject and ROI, 144 correlations were computed, one for each of the possible combinations of one pattern from the even runs (12 conditions) with one pattern from the odd runs (12 conditions). For each subject and ROI, we then averaged over these 144 correlation values as a function of whether the even and odd conditions were from the same (within) or different (between) category, and whether they were from the same (within) or different (between) location. The resulting means across subjects are shown in Fig. 2 . Omnibus ANOVAs for each ROI. To determine whether location information can be found with pattern analyses, we ran a 2 ϫ 2 repeated-measures ANOVA with category (within or between) and location (within or between) as factors for each ROI. The results of this analysis can be seen in SI Table 2 . In keeping with prior pattern-classification findings (7, (23) (24) (25) , all objectselective ROIs demonstrated category information, as indicated by a significant main effect of higher correlations within category than between categories (all P values Ͻ 0.0005). In contrast, there was no evidence of category information in the posterior retinotopic area earlyV (P ϭ 0.14). These findings were as predicted. However, strikingly, all regions except FBA* (P ϭ 0.40) also demonstrated location information, as indicated by the significant main effect of higher correlations within location than between locations (all P values Ͻ 0.05). Among the ROIs, only LO demonstrated a significant interaction between category and location, such that there was more location information within than between categories (P Ͻ 0.005). These results show that information about location exists in nearly all category-selective regions in this study and that this location information is independent of category information for almost all of them. Because foveal stimuli were considerably smaller than peripheral stimuli, the inclusion of data from all three retinal locations confounds location information with size information. To remove the size confound, we repeated the analysis on correlations from only the upper and lower stimulus positions. Results from this ANOVA are shown in SI Fig. 4 and SI Table 3 . This analysis yielded the same pattern of results, with all ROIs demonstrating a main effect of category information and all except FBA* (P ϭ 0.73) demonstrating location information. Moreover, this analysis revealed no interaction between category and location information in any of the regions (all P values Ն 0.10). Lateral versus ventral surfaces. The functional areas defined in this experiment lie either on the ventral temporal or lateral occipital cortical surfaces, and are laid out such that one region with each category selectivity (bodies, faces, scenes, and objects) is situated on each surface. We next asked whether ventral and lateral regions differ in the amount of information they contain about category and location. To address this question we conducted four repeated-measures ANOVAs of different ROI pairs. Each pair had the same category preference, with one ROI on each surface: bodies Ͼ objects for FBA* (ventral) and EBA (lateral); faces Ͼ objects for FFA* (ventral) and OFA (lateral); scenes Ͼ objects for PPA (ventral) and TOS (lateral); and objects Ͼ scrambled objects for pFs (ventral) and LO (lateral). These ANOVAs were run separately on each ROI pair to maximize the number of individual ROIs included in the analyses, because no single participant exhibited every functional region in both hemispheres. Each ANOVA had a 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 design, with surface (ventral or lateral), category (within or between), and location (within or between) as factors. The results are shown in SI Table  4 . All region pairs replicated the main effects of category (all P values Ͻ 0.001) and location (all P values Ͻ 0.05). None of the four ANOVAs showed a significant interaction between category and surface (all P values Ն 0.12), suggesting that the lateral and ventral regions contain comparable amounts of category information. However, all four ANOVAs showed a significant interaction between cortical surface and location information, such that lateral regions contained significantly more location information than did ventral regions (all P values Ͻ 0.05). Therefore, the amount of location information is a distinguishing characteristic between lateral category-selective regions and their ventral counterparts.
Ventral and lateral surfaces showing differences in location information could alternately be accounted for by ROI size, because lateral ROIs are, on average, larger than their ventral counterparts. One of the best examples of this disparity is the difference in size between the scene-selective ROIs PPA (average size, 68 voxels) and TOS (average size, 160 voxels). To test whether ROI size may be mediating the effect, we created PPA and TOS control ROIs comprised of 15 contiguous voxels each (see SI Text for details) and ran the same surface ϫ location ϫ category repeated-measures ANOVA described above. The complete statistical results from that test are shown in SI Table  5 . Crucially, the analysis revealed a significant surface ϫ location interaction (P Ͻ 0.05), replicating the original finding with whole ROIs of greater location information in lateral than ventral regions and ruling out ROI size as a factor mediating this effect. Position-invariant category information. One of the central challenges of object recognition is the ability to identify an object independent of where it appears in the visual field (26) . The neural basis of this ability has been investigated at the level of individual neurons by asking whether the neuron's profile of response across different object categories is preserved despite changes in the retinal location of the stimulus (27) . The question can also be asked of population codes across multiple neurons (28, 29) or voxels, using pattern analysis methods. Here, we asked whether the category information present in our ROIs is invariant to changes in stimulus position. Note that the presence of location information does not preclude position-invariant category information in an ROI; rather, the same neural pattern can contain both types of information (28, 30) . All ROIs except LO fail to show an interaction between category and location, indicating that these ROIs do not contain significantly more category information when position is held constant (i.e., within locations) than when it is not (i.e., between locations). It is important to note, however, that the statistical independence of location and category information in the pattern analyses conducted here do not imply that the two kinds of information do not interact at the level of individual voxels or neurons.
To further test for position-invariant category information, we compared the amount of category information present when stimuli are displayed in different retinal locations (thus, withincategory versus between-category correlations when both are between-location), using 2-tailed, paired t tests. By this measure, all eight object-and shape-selective ROIs demonstrated positioninvariant category information (all P values Յ 0.001), whereas the retinotopic control area earlyV did not (P ϭ 0.98). See SI Table 6 
Just as the responses of a neuron or, on a larger scale, a cortical area can contain position-invariant category information, they can also contain category-invariant position information. As a measure of this, we used greater correlations for within than between locations when the stimuli were from two different object categories. The results of this analysis are shown in SI Table 6 . We found significant category-invariant position information in all ROIs (P values Ͻ 0.005) except FBA* (P ϭ 0.23) and, marginally, FFA* (P ϭ 0.07).
The results of these analyses indicate that all of the objectselective ROIs contain category information that is independent of stimulus location. This finding is particularly striking given our other analyses showing that nearly all of these regions also contain substantial location information. Representations in these regions are not position-invariant in the strictest sense, because they change with stimulus position. Nonetheless, our data show that the category information represented by the profiles of response in these regions is preserved across changes in stimulus position. Confirmation of results with independent classification method. To make sure that our results are not specific to the pattern analysis method we used, we also applied a linear support vector machine to our experimental dataset. See SI Text for the details of this analysis. Classification performance revealed category information in all ROIs (P values Ͻ 0.005) and location information in all ROIs (P values Ͻ0.05) except PPA (P ϭ 0.09). Classification performance for each ROI is shown in SI Fig. 5 , and individual P values are listed in SI Table 7 .
Discussion
Our study provides a broad-based survey of category and location information across functionally defined object-selective regions, as measured by both means and multivariate pattern analyses. A number of important new findings were revealed. First, a substantial amount of information about object location was found in all ROIs except FBA*, even though these ROIs were defined by their selectivity for object shape or category. Second, category and location information are independent of one another in all regions except LO. Thus, despite the substantial amount of location information in nearly all ROIs, every object-selective ROI demonstrated significant position-invariant category information, in the sense that categories could be discriminated based on the pattern of response across voxels in that ROI even when this analysis was conducted across locations. Finally, we found more location information in the ROIs on the lateral surface (EBA, OFA, TOS, and LO) than in those on the ventral surface (FBA*, FFA*, PPA, and pFs), even though the two surfaces did not differ in the amount of information they contained about object category. These findings bear on a number of questions about the overall organization of the occipitotemporal pathway, which we discuss in turn.
Do Category and Location Information Coexist in Object-Selective
Regions? Although studies have shown the presence of location information in some cortical regions with strong selectivity for objects or categories (5, 6, 17, 18), our study shows that location information is a systematic property found in nearly all of the known object-and category-selective regions in humans. This location information is manifested in most of the ROIs by each of our two independent measures (see SI Fig. 6 ): (i) significant differences in mean response to stimuli presented in different locations ( Fig. 1 ) and (ii) higher correlations across voxels within than between locations (Fig. 2) . Category information is also present in all object-selective ROIs by both measures (Figs. 1 and  2) . Thus, contrary to the strict interpretation of the original ''dual pathway model'' (1), category information and location information coexist in object-selective extrastriate cortical regions in humans, including those in the occipitotemporal pathway.
Do Category and Location Information Interact within ROIs?
The finding that information about category and location coexist in the same cortical areas raises the question of whether these types of information interact. This question goes right to the core of our understanding of vision. It is frequently argued that the central problem of vision is object recognition (26) , and the crux of object recognition is solving the problem of invariance, that is, appreciating the sameness of an object despite the different images it casts as it moves across the retina. Segregating information into the ''what'' and ''where'' pathways is one way to achieve position invariance. However, both kinds of information can be represented independently in the same neural population code in the sense that either kind of information can be easily extracted (with a simple linear classifier) from the same population of neurons (28) . Further, by keeping category information and location information together in the same neural substrate, it is possible to both extract position-invariant category and category-invariant position information and unite category and location information for perception, which is needed to solve the ''binding problem'' (29, 31) and hence to ''know what is where by looking'' (32) . Thus, the ideal representation would contain in the same neural substrate both position-invariant category information and category-invariant position information.
The ROIs investigated here appear to contain just such an ideal representation. Our pattern analyses showed that categories can be distinguished just as well across locations as within locations in nearly all ROIs, providing striking evidence for position invariance of category information in most of the object-selective regions in our analysis. Further, most ROIs also showed a large amount of location information, which was just as strong within categories as between categories. Thus, analyses of fMRI patterns, like previous, more fine-grained analyses of local neural population codes (28) , show that location and category information coexist independently at the population level in nearly all of the regions of occipitotemporal cortex.
Why do Category-Selective Regions Come in Pairs?
A notable feature of extrastriate cortex is that functionally defined categoryselective regions seem to come in pairs. This phenomenon has been described for several categories, including bodies, faces, scenes, tools, and shape-selective areas (10, 11, 18, 21, 33) . For each category pair, one of these regions is located on the ventral surface of the temporal lobe (FBA*, FFA*, PPA, and pFs), whereas the other is situated on the lateral occipital surface (EBA, OFA, TOS, and LO). The reason for this paired organization is not yet understood. Studies have shown that specific pairs of regions on the two surfaces differ in their sensitivity to features such as motion (18, 33) , eccentricity (17) , size and location (21) , and object completeness (34) . However, each of these studies tested only a small subset of object-selective regions. Our study, which systematically examined location information across a large set of object-selective ROIs using pattern analyses, found that lateral regions contain substantially more location information than do ventral regions, despite having equal amounts of category information. This systematic difference in the amount of location information between the two surfaces provides a preliminary clue of how the two surfaces differ in the representations they contain and computations they perform.
Why Are Combinations of Category and Location Selectivity Consistent Across ROIs? Studies have reported that scene-selective areas show a higher response to stimuli in the periphery, whereas face-selective regions show a higher response to foveal stimuli (17, 18) . The studies have proposed that these particular combinations of selectivities reflect the different computational requirements for processing each category: large-scale integration for scenes and fine-grained acuity for faces (17, 35) . Although the results of our study generally replicate the peripheral preference of scene-selective regions and the foveal preference of face-selective regions, we also found biases for elevation in some of these and other ROIs. For example, both scene-selective areas, PPA and TOS, responded more strongly to upper than lower visual field locations, even though stimulus eccentricities were matched. Similarly, the EBA preferred lower visual field stimuli to both foveal and upper visual field stimuli, which activated the region equally. These findings, like earlier reports of contralateral biases in object-selective regions (13) (14) (15) (16) do not fit within the fovea/periphery framework, and it is not clear how the computational-demands hypothesis (35) could account for them.
An alternate explanation for consistent combinations of category and location selectivities appeals instead to the statistics of experience (36) ; for example, to the extent that humans naturally tend to foveate faces (35) , the foveal bias in face-selective areas and the lower visual field bias in the body-selective area EBA may reflect the locations where these stimuli are typically seen in daily life. Perhaps regions of cortex with a preexisting category selectivity develop location preferences corresponding to the retinal location where that object is typically seen. Alternately, location biases might arise first in the cortex, with category selectivities arising in those regions of cortex already biased toward the location where that object typically occurs. Note, however, that the difference in location biases in the bodyselective areas EBA and FBA* suggests that pairings of category and location selectivity are not perfectly consistent across ROIs. Thus, although experiential statistics would seem to provide a better account of the specific combinations of category and location selectivities than do computational requirements, neither can account for all of the data.
Further Questions. Although the results of this study yield several new insights about the relationship of location and category information in extrastriate cortex, they also raise many new questions. How precise is the location information contained in these category-selective areas? Here we sampled only three locations, many degrees apart; it is unclear how many different locations these ROIs can discriminate and whether such finergrained location information can be detected with fMRI (at the present or perhaps higher spatial resolution). Second, does the location information reported here reflect retinotopic location or absolute location independent of eye position (16)? Third, is the location information revealed in this study epiphenomenal, or does it contribute to perception and behavior (37) ? Fourth, does the location information reflect retinotopic organization within these regions? The correlational analyses used here are blind to the adjacencies of voxels and so cannot answer this question; however, the apparent overlap of some of our objectselective regions with retinotopic visual areas is suggestive. Finally, will the information in each ROI reported here be recoverable when participants view complex scenes containing multiple objects (38) ? Regardless of how these questions are ultimately resolved, the present study provides the foundation for a better understanding of the information content and, hence, the function of each of the major object-selective regions in the occipitotemporal pathway.
Materials and Methods
Stimuli and Design. Participants performed blocked localizer scans to identify ROIs and separate blocked experimental scans to measure the response of these regions to stimuli of different categories in different locations. Scans of each type (localizer and experimental) alternated throughout the scan session.
Participants completed five or six runs of the localizer scans, each of which consisted of three 16-s blocks of fixation and two 16-s blocks for each of five different stimulus classes (headless bodies, faces, outdoor scenes, assorted everyday objects, and grid-scrambled versions of those objects.) The conditions were presented in palindromic order within each run, and the serial position of each condition was counterbalanced within participants across the scan session. For each block of the localizer scan, 20 images from a single stimulus class were foveally presented (300 ms per image, with a 500-ms interstimulus interval). Scrambled object stimuli were constructed by superimposing a grid over the objects and relocating the component squares randomly (39) . To ensure that participants paid attention when they freely viewed the images, they performed a one-back task in which they were asked to make a key-press whenever images were repeated consecutively, which happened 20 times per scan.
In the same scan session as the localizer runs, participants performed between 8 and 12 runs of a blocked experiment designed to test category and location selectivity in the ROIs. For these scans, participants were instructed to fixate on a central cross while images were presented at one of three locations (at, above, or below fixation with 5.25°of visual angle between the center of the image and the center of the fixation cross in the above and below conditions.) To roughly equate performance across conditions, peripheral images had to be scaled by more than the standard cortical magnification (40) . Foveal stimuli were images 1.6°wide and high, whereas peripheral stimuli were 7.8°wide and high. Thus, foveal and peripheral images occupied nonoverlapping locations in visual space with an intervening gap of 0.55°as shown in SI Fig. 7 . The stimuli used in these scans belonged to one of four categories: headless bodies, faces, cars, and scenes. Completely nonoverlapping sets of stimulus images (40 images per condition in each) were used for the localizer and experimental scans, and all experimental runs drew from the same set of stimuli. Each stimulus class was presented in each location for one block in every run (resulting in 12 conditions and 12 visual blocks per run). Each 16-s block consisted of 20 image presentations (300 ms per image with a 500-ms ISI). Location and stimulus class remained constant within a block. In addition, each run contained two 16-s fixation blocks. During these experimental scans, participants performed the same one-back task described above. Conditions were counterbalanced across runs to control for block ordering effects.
Four participants took part in a separate retinotopic mapping scan session, during which they viewed chromatic, continuously rotating wedges or expanding/contracting rings while performing a contrast decrement detection task at fixation. These participants each viewed three or four runs of rotating wedge angular mapping, two runs of ring eccentricity mapping, and five or six localizer runs. Full details of the retinotopic mapping stimuli and analysis methods are provided in ref. 41 .
Functional Imaging. Thirteen participants were scanned on a 3.0 T Siemens TimTrio scanner at the Martinos Imaging Center at the McGovern Institute for Brain Research, using a Siemens 12-channel Matrix head coil. Images were acquired with a gradient echo single-shot echo planar imaging sequence with a repetition time of 2 s, a flip angle 90°, and an echo time of 33.7-34.0 ms. Twenty to 26 2-mm thick slices were manually aligned approximately perpendicular to the calcarine sulcus to cover most of occipital, posterior parietal, and posterior temporal cortex. Voxel dimensions were 1.4 ϫ 1.4 ϫ 2.0 mm with a 0.4-mm interslice gap. In addition, one to two high-resolution MPRAGE anatomical scans were acquired for each participant in the same scan session. The same scan parameters and similar slice prescriptions were used in the retinotopic mapping sessions. For 8 of the 13 total participants, we monitored eye movements during the scans with an ISCAN model RK-826PCI pupil/ corneal reflection tracking system. The data from four participants (including three who were scanned with the eye tracker) were excluded from further analysis because of excessive head motion (total vector motion Ͼ2.5 mm or rotation Ͼ3.5°).
Data Analysis. Data analysis was performed by using Freesurfer and FS-FAST software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). The acquired images were motion corrected (42) before statistical analysis, and smoothed with a full width half maximum Gaussian kernel of 3 mm for localizer runs and 2 mm for retinotopic mapping scans. Data from experimental runs were not smoothed.
ROIs were individually defined for each participant, using the localizer scans. We then used fROI (http://froi.sourceforge.net) to extract the response magnitude for each voxel in each ROI to the various conditions in the separate experimental runs. The data and stimuli used to define the ROIs were entirely separate from those used to calculate the response magnitudes to each stimulus in each ROI. Response magnitudes were analyzed in two ways. First, we took the average of the response in all voxels within a given ROI to compute a mean percentage signal change value for each condition. Second, for the pattern analysis we followed the method of Haxby et al. (7) . Specifically, we split data from the experimental scans in half, such that the odd runs were assigned to one dataset, and the even runs were assigned to the other. Responses in each individual voxel were normalized separately for each dataset by subtracting the voxel's mean response across all stimulus conditions from its response magnitude to each of the individual stimulus conditions. This resulted in normalized responses of each voxel for each condition in each of the two datasets (from even and odd runs), producing two voxelwise patterns of response for each condition in each dataset and ROI. For each ROI, 144 correlations were computed between the patterns of response for the 12 stimulus conditions in each dataset. Finally, these correlations were binned and averaged based on whether the correlated conditions were within category or location (e.g., face odd -face even or upper odd -upper even ), or between category or location (e.g., face odd -car even or upper odd -lower even ).
Although the mean population response magnitude and the voxelwise patterns of response can both demonstrate the presence of information about location and category in a region, they are orthogonal measurements that assess different neural phenomena. Pattern analyses assess the pattern of responses of subpopulations of neurons within an ROI and determine the degree to which this pattern is stable across datasets and conditions. If changes in mean occur uniformly across the voxels in the ROI, it will have no effect on the corresponding correlations. Conversely, the spatial pattern can differ greatly between two conditions, but, if the average of the responses across all voxels remains the same, the mean will be unaffected by these changes. See SI Fig. 6 , which illustrates the independent effects of changes of means versus spatial patterns.
